Though the bacterial transcription regulation apparatus is distinct in terms of several structural and functional features from its eukaryotic counterpart, the gross structure of the transcription regulatory network (TRN) is believed to be similar in both superkingdoms. Here, we explore the fine structure of the bacterial TRN and the underlying "co-regulatory network (CRN)" to show that despite the superficial similarities to eukaryotic networks, the bacterial networks display entirely different organizational principles. In particular unlike in eukaryotes, the hubs of bacterial networks are both global regulators and integrators of diverse disparate transcriptional responses. These and other organizational differences might correlate with the fundamental differences in gene and promoter organization in the two superkingdoms, especially the presence of operons and regulons in bacteria. Further we explored to find the interplay, if any, between network structures, mode of regulatory interactions and signal sensing of TFs in shaping up the bacterial transcriptional regulatory responses. For this purpose, we first classified TFs according to their regulatory mode (activator, repressor or dual regulator) and sensory mechanism (one-component systems responding to internal or external signals, TFs from 2-component systems and chromosomal structure modifying TFs) in the bacterial model organism E. coli and then we studied the overall evolutionary optimization of network structures. The incorporation of TFs in different hierarchical elements of the TRN appears to involve on a multi-dimensional selection process depending on regulatory and sensory modes of TFs in motifs, co-regulatory associations between TFs of different functional classes and transcript halflives. As result it appears to have generated circuits that allow intricately regulated physiological state changes. We identified the biological significance of most of these optimizations, which can be further used as the basis to explore similar controls in other bacteria. We also show that, though on the larger evolutionary scale, unrelated TFs have evolved to become hubs, within lineages like γ-proteobacteria there is strong tendency to retain hubs, as well as certain higher-order network modules that have emerged through lineage specific paralog duplications.
Introduction
Organisms maintain homeostasis by constantly sensing both environmental changes and intracellular fluxes. Some of the most fundamental responses to the sensed changes occur via * For correspondence Email: sbalaji@ncbi.nlm.nih.gov OR madanm@mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk. + These authors contributed equally to this work alterations of gene expression. Key steps in such responses are: (i) the process of sensing environmental or internal changes and (ii) deployment of relevant specific transcription factors (TFs) to bring about the necessary change in gene expression. Some specific TFs use sensory domains fused to the DNA-binding domains to directly detect the said changes (e.g. AraC, which combines a double-stranded β-helix type sugar-binding domain with a winged HTH DNA-binding domain). Such systems are called one-component systems as they involve a single component, which is the transcription factor 1; 2 . Alternatively, the communication of the sensed changes might occur via a signaling cascade that finally activates a specific TF. In prokaryotes the dominant signaling cascades involve histidine kinases that catalyze phosphotransfer via histdines to an aspartate in the receiver domain of a downstream protein.
Several prokaryotic TFs combining receiver domains with DNA-binding domains are downstream of such signaling cascades. They are known as 2-component systems as they involve at least 2-components, namely the sensory histidine kinase and the downstream TF 1; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10 .
A compendium of E. coli TFs based on their mode of signal-sensing has been recently created 11 . This collection contains five categories of TFs: (i) TFs which respond to changes in internal conditions (i.e. endogenous ligand-, redox, or pH sensing TFs), (ii) TFs which respond to changes in the external metabolites transported into the cell via a transporter, (iii) the hybrid class (i.e. those that can sense both external metabolites and their internal derivatives). The above 3 classes are typically one-component systems, (iv) Chromosomal proteins that are associated with DNA-curvature status and (v) TFs in 2-component signal transduction systems sensing external stimuli. TFs can activate or repress expression of genes and are accordingly categorized as activators or repressors. Some TFs might function both as activators or repressors, depending on different factors such as the presence or absence of signal, the target sites and interaction with other regulatory proteins. Such TFs might be termed dual regulators.
Numerous experimental studies over the years on E. coli have accumulated data on interactions of regulatory proteins, the mechanism and mode of transcriptional control by specific TFs (activation or repression) and their target genes 10; 12; 13 . Taken together, this has resulted in accumulation of genome-scale information regarding transcription regulatory processes in the prokaryotic model organism E. coli K12. This information is usually represented as a directed graph, commonly referred to as the transcriptional regulatory network (TRN) 14; 15 . In such networks, nodes represent TFs and their target genes (TGs) and directed edges represent transcriptional regulation of a TG by a TF. In recent years, the TRN has been exploited to decipher various general principles of system level processes in prokaryotes such as: (i) presence of scale-free structure, revealing the existence of global regulators (hubs) 16; 17; 18 , (ii) presence of distinct functional units or motifs that recursively make up the TRN 19 ,  (iii) an evolutionary model for the interplay between lineage-specific duplications, expansion and loss of TFs in generating the observed network structure of an organism 20; 21; 22 , (iv) dynamical condition-specific changes in the deployed network 23; 24; 25; 26; 27 (v) insights into combinatorial regulation of genes by multiple TFs in TRN 28; 29 .
The genome-scale principles of the associations between transcription factors, their response to external or internal changes and the mode of alteration of gene expression (activation or repression of gene), however, remain largely unexplored, with an exception of few earlier studies which focused on certain aspects of these principles 11; 30; 31 . The availability of detailed information on the sensory and regulatory mode of a notable fraction of TFs in E. coli 11; 32 allowed us to investigate the above issues. To this end we carried out a systematic study of the transcriptional regulatory network of E. coli, exploring the potential interplay between network structures and associations between TFs, mode of regulation and signalsensing. We present here results of this analysis and provide evidence for some fundamental differences between bacterial and eukaryotic regulatory networks and the manner in which the former have been optimized for diverse functional capabilities.
Results and discussion
2.1 Transcriptional regulatory network and the co-regulatory network in E. coli 2.1.1 Structure of the transcriptional and co-regulatory network in E. coli-The availability of transcriptional regulatory information on E. coli from several focused experiments over the many years has been systematically documented in the RegulonDB 12 . This regulatory network is represented as a graph (Fig 1A,B) and consists of 146 specific transcription factors and 1175 target genes (the nodes) involving a total of 2,489 regulatory interactions (the edges of the graph). Of the 146 TFs, 58 are activators, 47 are repressors and 41 are dual regulators (see materials and methods).
Analysis of the structure and organization of this network revealed several notable features: (i) on average, each transcription factor regulates 17 target genes and (ii) the distribution of out-going connectivity of the TFs (out-degree) can be best approximated by a power-law equation (Fig 1C) . There were 29 regulatory hubs in the E.coli TRN, which we defined as the top 20% of the TFs (with more than 15 target genes; e.g. Crp, which regulates 359 target genes). Similarly, the analysis of the number of transcription factors regulating a target gene (in-coming connectivity) revealed that (i) on an average, each target gene is regulated by 2 transcription factors and (ii) the distribution of in-coming connectivity (in-degree) can be best approximated by an exponential fit as was previously reported on smaller networks 17; 18 . The highest indegree (9 TFs) was noted for the genes of flhdc operon consisting of genes -flhd and flhc. This suggests that in E. coli, flagellar biosynthesis responds to numerous distinct inputs, or requires coordination between multiple TFs for appropriate expression. The observed distribution of in-degrees for target genes, in part, possibly reflect the limits on the number of TFs binding to a promoter region due to steric-hindrance between bound TFs 33 or the restrictions imposed by length of the inter-operonic spacers available for embedding TF-binding sites. Thus, transcription regulation of a given gene could involve serial or simultaneous control of gene expression by multiple TFs. Herein, this situation of multiple TFs sharing common TGs is referred to as a "co-regulatory association" between TFs.
To study the nature of these co-regulatory associations we used a network transformation procedure 28; 29 to construct, from the E. coli TRN, the co-regulation network (CRN), which is a representation of the total set of co-regulatory associations between TFs. In this network all nodes are TFs and the edges are co-regulatory associations (the regulation of a shared target gene) between TFs. In simple terms, the procedure, which is schematically represented in Figure 1A ,D works as follows: using the information in the transcriptional regulatory network, we add an edge between a pair of TFs, denoting a co-regulatory association, if they regulate the same target gene. As a result we obtained 409 pair-wise associations between 124 transcription factors (Fig 1B,E) . In order to confirm the validity of the network transformation, we subjected CRN to a normalization procedure (see Supplementary information). And we found 90% of the co-regulatory associations and all the hubs, except one, have been retained.
Degree distributions in TRN and
its co-regulatory network (CRN) display strikingly similar power-law distribution-Degree distributions of TFs in the TRN (outdegree) and CRN could be best modeled as a power-law decay (Fig 1C and 1F , R 2 -values 0.95 in both cases) which suggests that there are few regulators (hubs/global regulators) in both networks that have large number of regulatory and co-regulatory associations respectively. Moreover, almost all the hubs in CRN (top 20% of TFs in terms of degree) are global regulators in the TRN (20 out of 23). The three hubs of the CRN, which are not global regulators in the TRN, are Hu, Rob and RcsB. They have fewer individual regulatory interactions, than the hubs of the TRN, but perform distinctive functional roles that result in a high number of connections with respect to CRN. In the case of Rob and Hu this is primarily because of them being sequence-specific and non-specific structural chromosomal proteins respectively. They are apparently required for the effective functioning of several promoters bound by diverse TFs 10 . RcsB is a TF downstream of a phosphorelay system that delivers several inputs to diverse promoters regulated by other TFs to initiate swarming behavior 34 . One notable example of role of RcsB is the set of co-regulatory associations of it with several TFs is the flhdc operon (see above). In contrast, we also find that some hubs in the TRN like LexA, PhoB and CysB have very few or no co-regulatory associations. These TFs are examples of "autonomous hubs" that are likely to elicit major physiological state changes by regulating a diverse array of genes in response to certain conditions like DNA damage or phosphate/sulfate starvation. Taken together these observations suggested that there are multiple distinct behaviors amongst the master regulators: 1) those which regulate a large number of TGs in conjunction with other TFs (hubs in both networks). 2) Those which predominantly regulate genes in conjunction with other TFs but have few interactions of their own (hubs only in CRN) and 3) those which behave as autonomous hubs (hubs only in TRN). The first of the behavior might automatically emerge from general tendencies of the network. On the other hand the second behavior arises from both the innate features of higher order DNA structure and the need for coordinated gene regulation in certain conditions. The last behavior appears to be an adaptation for physiological states requiring a unique set of responses.
These results are in contrast to our earlier findings on the yeast TRN that indicated very different trends in the degree distributions and the corresponding CRN. The yeast CRN displayed a prominent central tendency in the degree distribution and a characteristic of de-centralized topology, suggesting the existence of a distributed architecture 28; 29 . However, the E. coli CRN appears to lack a distributed architecture, instead approximating scale-free behavior. We suspect that this might arise from the fundamental differences in the transcription mechanisms between eukaryotes and bacteria. In the latter the majority of genes are organized as operons, which produce polycistronic transcripts from single transcription start sites. In the case of the eukaryotes the absence of such an organization, with co-expressed genes scattered around the chromosome, might have selected for more prevalent co-regulatory associations between different TFs to bring about co-expression of a group of genes in different sets of conditions. As a result the eukaryotic network might have acquired a distributed architecture in contrast to the bacterial one. Yeast and E. coli have a comparable number of predicted TFs. However, the organization of the bacterial genome into operons, with several genes sharing a common set of regulatory elements, also effectively reduces the set of targets available for TFs in comparison to yeast. As a consequence, there might be a greater effective direct backup of individual TFs (i.e. functionally redundant TFs) per TG in E. coli relative to yeast. This might be another factor that allows for a centralized CRN, as opposed to the CRN of yeast, which acquires robustness indirectly through its distributed architecture.
2.1.3
Comparison of regulatory interactions and co-regulatory associations reveals autonomous and integrative behaviors of TFs-To understand the general behaviors of TFs with respect to their co-regulatory associations we compared the degree distribution in CRN and TRN. Overall there was a general tendency for the number of coregulatory associations to increase with increase in the number of regulatory interactions ( Fig  1G) . A further careful analysis showed that this general tendency was the interplay of two distinct linear trends: (i) the majority of TFs (Fig 1G, blue data points) displayed a relatively slow increase in the number of co-regulatory partners but reached the highest values of coregulatory associations seen in the CRN. These TFs have less number of co-regulatory associations than regulatory interactions. (ii) A minority of TFs (Fig 1G, red data points) , whose number of co-regulatory associations are more than or equal to number of regulatory interactions, displayed a much higher increase in the number of co-regulatory associations but only attained a moderate number of co-regulatory associations. The slope of the linear best-fit equations for the two patterns is a direct measure of rate of increase of the co-regulatory associations as a function of regulatory interactions: 0.22 for the former and 0.97 for the latter TFs. These patterns point to the existence of two functionally distinct set of TFs, corresponding to the lower and higher increase in co-regulatory associations respectively. The former TFs have lesser co-regulatory associations than regulatory interactions and might mediate more autonomous aspects of transcriptional regulation. The latter are typified by higher or almost equal number of co-regulatory associations as regulatory interactions and might have a prominent role in integrating the transcriptional responses involving multiple genes controlled by other TFs. Many integrators function as environment-dependent response regulators: e.g. QseB, UhpA, MtlR, NhaR, RhaR, UidR and MarR. From the perspective of the mode of regulation, it was striking to note that repressors display a lower tendency for co-regulatory associations than activators and dual regulators. Four out of 6 proteins in the TRN which are associated with chromosomal structure are both dual regulators and hubs. In the case of these proteins, their roles naturally results in them regulating a large number of genes (hence hubs) and accentuating the effects of both repressors and activators (hence dual regulators). Due to this precedence it would of interest to determine if some of the other dual regulator hubs also function in a similar manner. A similar picture emerged from the analysis of the degree distribution in the CRN (Fig 2B) . We found that a majority of the activators (63%) and repressors (68%) have less than 5 co-regulatory associations (p-value <10 −4 ). Further, neither activators nor repressors possessed more than 20 co-regulatory partners. Again, few co-regulatory associations are seen between repressors and activators with other repressors or activators (Fig 2C) . In contrast to these observations, almost 78% of dual regulators possess more than 5 co-regulatory partners (p-value < 10 −4 ), and nearly one-fourth of dual-regulators, hubs in both the TRN and CRN, have 20 or more coregulatory partners (p-value <= 0.005). There is also extensive co-regulatory association between dual regulators and activators or repressors (Fig 2C) .
In general, the enrichment of dual regulators in TRN hubs strongly suggests that physiological state changes are primarily brought about by large-scale bi-direction changes in gene expression. Further, their prevalence in the CRN implies that these changes are likely to involve cooperative action with other TFs, wherein the activators and repressors might provide further fine-tuning and amplification of the original effects. significantly lower than what is attained in random networks of identical degree distribution (p-value < 10 −3 ) suggesting a potential role for natural selection in optimizing the extent of participation of dual regulators in the FFMs. In terms of the regulatory mode of TFs, dual regulators appear to have significantly greater representation in FFMs (26 out of 41, ~63%, pvalue 0.006) than activators (41%) or repressors (34%) (p-value < 10 −3 ). Activators tend to preferentially occur in FFMs or MIMs (Fig 3A, B) . There are 141 MIMs (p-values < 10 −3 ) containing a significantly greater than expected number of dual regulators (139 of 141 or 98%; p-values < 10 −2 ). 40 out of 41 dual regulators, except Ada (involved in regulating DNA repair) occur in MIMs (p-value < 10 −3 ). All of the dual regulatory hubs appear in at least one MIM. Repressors tend to occur more frequently in MIMs than other motif types (Fig 3A, B ; p-value < 10 −3 ). Further, in general the extents of participation from the three categories of TFs are higher in MIMs than in FFMs (Fig 3) . We identified 49 SIMs (p-value < 0.18). Twenty six of the 41 dual regulators are seen in SIMs which is similar to the fraction of dual regulators in FFMs. However, only about 50% of the 26 dual regulators occur in both FFMs and SIMs. Both the activators and repressors have lower representations in SIMs than in other motifs (13 and 10 respectively). The p-values for the occurrence of dual regulators, activators and repressors in various motifs have been provided in the supplementary information.
All motifs are enriched in dual regulators
Consistent with earlier results regarding hubs described in the previous sections, dual regulators dominate the network even in terms of motifs, being the most prevalent of the three operational categories of TFs. However, the preferential tendencies of repressors to associate with MIMs, activators with FFMs or MIMs, and neither with SIMs suggests that activators and repressors generally do not act on their own but in conjunction with different sets of dual regulators. It appears that activators tend to more often, than repressors, act in the context of prolonged signals seen in FFMs, probably by facilitating the signal persistence. On the other hand, repressors act more commonly by providing direct shut-off signals, thereby potentially making some of the MIMs, in which they frequently participate, regulatory switches. The role of MIMs as regulatory switches might also be further augmented by the presence of practically all dual regulators in them. Further, MIMs, unlike FFMs, tend to integrate disparate independent inputs. Hence, preferential occurrence of repressors in these motifs might also allow reinforcement or modulation of regulatory responses depending on their coupling with the other TFs in the MIM.
Half-lives of TF transcripts and their regulatory roles-
The half-life data for 130 TF transcripts could be obtained from a genome-scale study by Bernstein et al 37; 38 . We used this data to analyze any potential connection between the mode of regulation and halflives of TFs by determining the average and median half-lives for each category of TFs classified by regulatory mode. We found that transcripts of activators have an average half live of 6.4 minutes (p-value < 10 −3 ), which is longer by 1.7 minutes (p-value < 10 −3 to attain the difference of 1.7 or more) than the average transcript half-life of dual regulators (whose average half-life is 4.7 minutes, p-value < 0.02). Furthermore, amongst dual regulators, we found strikingly similar mean half-lives for both hub and non-hub dual regulators. The transcripts of repressors have average half life of 5.6 min which is in between the half-lives of activators and dual regulators. As these differences correspond to about 5-10% of the doubling time of E. coli under usual growth conditions, they are likely to have noticeable effects on the availability of TFs in sufficient abundance in given cell cycle.
This pattern of half-lives appears to be consistent with earlier observations, which suggest that dual regulators are mainly triggers of physiological state changes which appear to be augmented by activators or repressors depending on the motif context. When the TFs in the E. coli TRN were organized into 3 levels of hierarchy (see supplementary information) namely (1) top level which contain TFs with only outgoing edges to TGs and TFs and no incoming edges, (2) middle level with both outgoing edges to TFs and TGs and as well as incoming edges from TFs of top level and (3) internal level with outgoing connectivities only to TGs and incoming connectivties from TFs belonging to top and middle levels, we found comparable number of dual regulators being present in internal and top levels of hierarchy. In contrast activators and repressors have majority of them being in the top level. Hence, the short halflife of dual regulator mRNAs might represent an adaptation for quickly removing triggers of state changes when not required. In particular, this also ties in with earlier observations of Wang and Purisima 39 on the short half-lives of hub transcripts. Hubs of the TRN being predominantly a sub-set of the dual regulators show the same general behavior of the dual regulator category in terms of half-life. Thus, rapid turn over of dual regulators appears to be required irrespective of the magnitude of the state changes they might trigger. The relatively long average half-life of the activator category may reflect an adaptation for them to be continuously produced over longer time intervals as they are required to "lie in wait" for their potential signal (usually a small molecule; see below). Short half-lives of TFs transcripts do not necessarily imply a lower stability of their protein products. However, typically in dividing bacterial cells the dilution of mRNAs by cell division in combination with a short half-life can cause lower protein concentrations. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the above observations only represent a first level approximation in terms of inferring the net TF concentration, and in reality are likely to be affected by several other factors. Table 1 ). We then investigated the connection between the location of a TF in the CRN and its mode of signal sensing (see Supplementary information for further details). In general, TFs tend to co-regulate with TFs belonging to a different sensing class, suggesting adaptation for regulating a common set of genes through different kinds of signals as observed by Marinez-Antonio et al 11 . In this context, it is interesting to note that the loci encoding transcription factors belonging to the external sensing class tend to be in close chromosomal proximity to the loci encoding the corresponding effector genes 31 .
Network motifs and signal-sensing mechanism-
The most prevalent TFs in FFMs are those sensing internal signals followed by 2-component external signal-sensing TFs (Fig 4A) found respectively in 561 and 297 out of 754 FFMS. However, all internal sensing and 2-component TFs belonging to the FFMs come from a relatively small pool representing less than half of the total number of these two categories of TFs (Fig 4B) . These results are consistent with the previous observation that individual motifs aggregate into motif clusters due to common set of TFs being present in all of them 40 . In contrast, over half of the TFs requiring import of external metabolite via transporters and chromosomal proteins are found in the FFMs, even though a relatively small fraction of the FFMs contain them. We found relatively few instances where both TFs in a FFM belonged to the same sensing-mechanism category (106 out of 744 FFMs). Within FFMs, the internal signal sensing TFs display a higher tendency to play initiatory role in FFMs (456 out of 556 FFMs) followed by 2-component TFs (106 out of 292 FFMs). These observations suggest that the integration of external and internal signals at the transcriptional level occurs via FFMs deploying internal signal sensing and initiatory TFs coupled with 2-component TFs responding to external signals. TFs of the internal signal sensing also tend to be over-represented in MIMs (Fig 4) . In contrast to FFMs, MIMs do tend to often combine TFs belonging to the same signal-sensing category (65 out of 141 MIMs, which is close to half of the number of motifs). Hence, they seem to represent the set of TFs of the internal signal sensing and 2-component signal transduction classes used to reinforce signals in parallel or serially rather than integrating disparate signals like FFMs. TFs of the external metabolite sensing class had a much lower participation in SIMs (Fig 4) . In terms of normalized numbers, the external 2-component TFs, although lesser in overall number than the external sensing, internal and hybrid class were clearly over represented in SIMs. Thus, on the whole, TFs from external 2-component systems appears to be most versatile, participating prominently in all three motif types, while the internal signal sensors, which are found in majority of motifs, are mainly restricted to integrative or cooperative signaling via MIMs and FFMs. The p-values for the occurrence of TFs belonging to different signal sensing categories in various motifs have been provided in the supplementary information.
2.3.3
Half-lives of TF transcripts and their signal-sensing mechanism-We next investigated the relationship between of mRNA half-life of TFs and their signal-sensing mode just as we did above for the TFs classified by regulatory mode. We found that TFs sensing external metabolite class had an average half-life of 6.8 min (p-value < 10 −3 ) which is significantly longer than the average half-life of any other sensing class (i.e. transcripts of TFs belonging to internal-sensing, hybrid sensing and 2-component systems are 5.1, 5.5 and 5.7 minutes respectively, p-values > 0.1). This observation is consistent with the finding that TFs sensing external signals tend to occur predominantly in FFMs (see Fig 4) which require the persistence of signal for a longer time in the form of regulatory activity of TFs being present. On the other end of the spectrum, we note that the Chromosomal proteins tend to have very short half-life of only 3.3 min (p-value < 10 −3 ). Again, this is consistent with the earlier observation that Chromosomal proteins have higher tendency to be dual regulatory hubs, and such proteins in general have shorter transcript half-lives. (ii) In contrast, TFs depending on import of external metabolites by transporters are rarely dual regulators and are evenly distributed amongst pure repressors and activators. Thus, the two distinct modes of external signal sensing, namely via 2-component systems or via transport of metabolites are distinguished by their mode of action: the former lacks pure repressors and latter is poor in dual regulators. Further, earlier observations suggested that 2-component TFs are enriched in hubs when compared to TFs depending on import of external metabolites by transporters. Hence, it former appears to have been optimized for signaling larger scale changes. The latter category, in contrast and consistent with the earlier observation, usually regulate a small group of genes specifically required for processing a given metabolite, and appear to do so by merely turning them "on" or "off".
Two-component TFs are never pure repressors and TFs requiring import of externalmetabolites are rarely dual regulators

Evolutionary conservation of transcription factors, regulatory mode and sensing mechanism
2.5.1 Preferential retention of dual regulators and hubs at small phylogenetic distances-68%, 41% and 34% of dual regulators (p-value < 0.002), activators and repressors (p-value < 0.05) are respectively present in 60% or more of the γ-proteobacterial genomes list of genomes has been provided in the Supplementary Table 3 ). 68% of the hubs (p-value < 0.01) and only 41% (p-value < 10 −3 ) of the non-hubs are likewise present in 60% of more of the γ-proteobacterial genomes. Thus, the strongly overlapping categories of TFs, namely dual regulators and hubs appear to be preferentially retained across genomes at small phylogenetic distances. This is in contrast to the absence of such a preferential retention of hubs at larger phylogenetic distances amongst prokaryotes 20; 21 . This suggests that at small phylogenetic distances there is stronger selection for retention of the large-scale and bidirectional transcriptional responses. In this regard, a recent study by Hershberg and Margalit 41 has shown that at close phylogenetic distances repressors are only lost from a genome once their targets have themselves been lost, or once the network has significantly rewired whereas activators are often lost even when their targets remain in the genome.
Differential use of 2-component system TFs versus TFs with other signaling modes in bacterial evolution-Looking at the evolutionary conservation of
TFs from the perspective of sensing mechanism, we find that more than 80% of the 2-component systems are present in 70% of γ-proteobacterial genomes, while other TF groups sensing different kinds of internal, external or hybrid signals show a much lower conservation. Thus, at short phylogenetic distances we find the TFs belonging to 2-component systems mediate the transcription responses common to most members of a bacterial lineage, while the specific adaptation to a particular niche might arise from the diversification of TFs using other signaling modes.
Phyletic correspondence in combinatorial associations based on mutual information coefficient (MIC)
suggests the existence of high phyletic order over random associations in co-regulatory network-To determine if transcription factor pairs that co-regulate the same gene have a tendency to be retained together we used mutual information coefficient (MIC) as a metric to calculate the similarity between the phyletic profiles of the transcription factors (see methods). The distribution of the number of pairs in each interval of MIC suggests an exponential decay of pairs with increasing MIC. In simulation experiments using artificially scrambled phyletic profiles a MIC value of 0.3 or higher between co-regulating TFs is rare. Furthermore, MIC of 0.4 or higher is practically absent for pairs of TFs in scrambled phyletic profiles (Fig 6A) . Hence, we extracted pairs of TFs in the CRN with MIC of 0.3 or more for further investigations as they might represent conserved co-regulatory associations. Of the 49 such TFs, 31 formed four distinct modules with 3 or more TFs in them (Fig 6B) . Mapping the DNA-binding domain family of the TFs on these modules gave further insights into the evolution of modularity in the CRN.
The first of these modules contains the two regulators GadW and GadX, which are paralogs in the AraC-type HTH family. The second module combines CRP with 3 paralogous TFs of the LacI family of HTHs, namely PurR (controls nucleotide biosynthesis), CytR (binds Cytidine and adenosine and controls nucleotide metabolism) and RbsR (binds to ribose and represses the transcription of rbsDACBK operon). The third module consists predominantly of 2-component regulators that are conserved in 90% of the genomes and contain DNA-binding domains that either belong to the OmpR or LuxR family of TFs. These 2-component TFs possess a phyletic correlation of at least 0.8 among themselves. The fourth module (not shown) consists of a more diverse set of co-regulating TFs with the majority of the TFs in this module containing DNA-binding domains of either the AraC or LacI families of HTH. On the whole these modules are enriched in paralogous TFs. This suggests that lineage-specific proliferation of paralogs, followed by partial retention of ancestral regulatory associations, results in formation of modules, which provide regulatory fine-tuning for a shared set of target genes that is relevant within members of closely related bacterial lineages.
General discussion and conclusions
It is well-known that, despite general mechanistic similarities and deployment of orthologous RNA-polymerases, eukaryotic and bacterial transcription show profound structural and functional differences. This is particularly so in terms of the basal and specific TFs used in the two systems, as well as organization of the promoters and genes themselves. Yet, in terms of the gross structure of the TRN, researchers have consistently observed a behavior best approximated by scale-free networks in both eukaryotes and bacteria. These observations favored the view that the underlying differences in the structure and function of the eukaryotic and bacterial transcription apparatus do not affect the overall network structure. Here, we demonstrate that in spite of the gross structural similarities the TRN of bacteria and eukaryotes show certain profound differences in network properties that reflect the fundamentally different functional aspects of transcription regulation in the two superkingdoms. Firstly, we found that the degree distribution of TFs in the CRN of the bacterial model, E. coli, follows power-law decay as opposed to the distributed behavior seen in the CRN of the eukaryotic model, yeast. Secondly, eukaryotic and bacterial networks have a very different relationship between connectivities of TFs in the TRN and CRN. The bacterial TFs display either of two largely linear relationships between connectivities in the two networks. However, in yeast only a fraction of the TFs show a linear relationship with others showing no notable correlation between the connectivities in CRN and TRN. Thus, hubs in bacteria TRN are not just global regulators, but also major integrators of disparate transcriptional responses. In yeast the distributed architecture of the CRN was believed to provide an indirect back up against mutational disruption. At first-sight the absence of such a back up in bacterial systems appears counter-intuitive. However, the basic differences in the function of two systems might explain this: The bacterial genes are typically transcribed as poly-cistronic messages from operons sharing a common transcription regulatory element. On top of this several operons/genes may form regulons regulated at a higher level by global regulators. This is very distinct from the system in yeast where there are no operons with poly-cistronic messages, thus requiring genes to be individually regulated via their independent regulatory elements. The consequence of this has been a much greater emphasis on TFs that function as devoted integrators, while not being hubs at the same time.
In most bacteria TFs can be fruitfully classified into a small set of functional classes, either based on their mode of regulation or signal-sensing (See RegulonDB and supplementary material). As this is a quintessential feature of bacterial transcription regulation, we also investigated the relationship between these regulatory modes and network structure. Dual regulators are enriched amongst hubs in both the E. coli TRN and CRN. There is no major preference for any particular category of TFs amongst hubs in the TRN when they were classified by their signal-sensing mode, but the hubs of the CRN, we found some preference for one-component TFs sensing internal signals and 2-component TFs amongst hubs. Further, we observed that there is higher tendency of co-regulatory associations between TFs showing different signal-sensing modes. Thus, global transcriptional control in bacteria appears to have selected for those regulators that allow changes in gene expression in both directions, which possibly enable physiological state changes by shutting off genes associated with the earlier state and activating those required for the new state. The nature of the co-regulatory associations also indicates that there has been selection for strong coupling between TFs utilizing different sensory modes, there by allowing genes to respond to diverse environmental or homeostatic inputs.
At the mid-level organization of the TRN we find evidence for differential distribution of TFs with distinct sensory and regulatory modes. The prevalence of dual regulator and 2-component TFs over all types of motifs in the network suggests that motifs have been engineered to mediate bi-directional changes in expression as well as respond to signal relays initiated by histidine kinases. A parallel optimization of MIMs and FFMs appears to have occurred via preferential distribution of repressors and activators respectively to generate self-amplifying and on-off switch type circuits responding to either external or internal metabolites. Another striking finetuning that we observed was at the level of TF transcript half-life which shows relationships with both the type regulatory and sensory mode of the TFs. Strikingly, the dual regulators which are prevalent both in hubs and all motif-types are more short-lived than other TFs implying that the bi-directional transcriptional changes triggered by them are likely to be relatively transient effects that initiate physiological state-changes. Similarly the long transcript half-lives of TFs requiring import of external metabolites appears to suggest that they have been optimized for a "lying-in wait" strategy for responding to environmental changes.
At short phylogenetic distances, we find that dual regulators (which include a major fraction of hubs) and TFs belonging to external 2-component systems display higher degree of conservation than others. Though, on the larger evolutionary scale, unrelated TFs have repeatedly evolved to occupy the position of hubs in the network, within lineages like γ-proteobacteria there is strong tendency to retain hubs. A subset of co-regulating TFs tends to show significantly higher than expected similarities in their phyletic patterns. Modules within the CRN that appear to have higher than expected correlations in terms of phyletic patterns were enriched in paralogous DNA-binding domains, suggesting origin to duplication followed by partial retention of target genes. This might represent a means by which fine-tuning of regulation of certain target genes evolves. The points of emergence of new TFs as hubs on larger evolutionary scales, in contrast to retention of hubs in the γ-proteobacteria lineages might provide useful markers to understand the major regulatory transitions that accompanied the diversification of bacteria. Studies on the distribution of TFs across genomes suggest a regular linear scaling for 2-component TFs and a gentle power-law like increase for one-component TFs 1 . Thus, it is quite likely that findings reported here have a general bearing for other bacteria with comparable genome sizes and metabolic complexity. However, it must be noted that bacteria can greatly differ in terms of their signaling mechanism. Particularly, certain lineages like cyanobacteria, myxobacteria and filamentous actinomycetes display complex signaling cascades involving STAND superfamily NTPase, eukaryote type serine/threonine kinases, and caspase-like proteases, which are marginal or entirely absent in E. coli 1 . It is hence conceivable that we find different optimizations of the transcriptional networks in these bacteria. Further, the physiology of cyanobacteria and other photosynthetic forms is geared towards responding to light and redox conditions, which might also result in major differences in network optimization.
Nevertheless, the results presented here define the basic elements of transcriptional network optimization in a bacterial system and can serve as a framework for comparative analysis of transcriptional networks between different bacterial lineages and also eukaryotes.
Materials and Methods
Transcriptional regulatory network and co-regulation network
The E. coli K12 transcriptional regulatory network along with the mode of regulatory influence was obtained from RegulonDB 12; 13 . This consisted of 146 transcription factors, 1175 target genes and 2489 regulatory interactions. The top 20% of TFs (29 TFs) with most number of target genes were hubs in networks. TFs were classified as activators (or repressors) if they activate (or repress) all their target genes, others were classified as dual regulators based on the information available in RegulonDB. Data on the sensing mechanism for transcription factors were adopted from Martinez-Antonio et al 11 when available. For about 30 TFs, a literature search was carried out to determine the sensing mechanism. To obtain the coregulation network, we adopted the procedure described in Balaji et al 28; 29 . In this procedure, we link two transcription factors in the co-regulation network if they regulate at least one common target gene.
Motifs, mRNA half life data, Orthology, and phyletic profiles
Network motifs were calculated using in house scripts and as defined by Shen-Orr et al 19 and Milo et al 42 . The data on half lives of TF transcripts was obtained from the genome scale study by Bernstein et al 37; 38 for minimal media with added glucose. We could obtain this information for 130 TFs. The random trials on half-life data to assess statistical significance of our reported trends was performed by making randomized datasets of the same size by means of drawing entries at random from the original dataset. The method to detect the conservation of TFs in genomes has been adopted from a study on prokaryotic TRNs by Madan Babu et al 20 . The calculation of mutual information coefficient (MIC) and random shuffling of profiles have been performed as described in an earlier study by Marcotte et al 43 and Pellegrini et al 44 .
Statistical significance of our observations
To ensure that the observed phenomenon is not an inherent property of the network structure, we carried out all calculations reported here by generating random scale-free networks with similar degree distribution as seen in the real transcriptional network of E. coli. This was done by randomly rewiring the network edges between TFs, while maintaining both the out-going and in-coming degrees of all the TFs and TGs. P-values were calculated as the fraction (over 10,000 trials) of the number of times a value was observed in random networks as that of the real network. P-values for the given percentage of dual regulators to be present in 60% or more of γ-proteobacterial genomes have been calculated based on drawing the same proportion of TFs from the whole list of TFs at random and calculating the percentage of TFs conserved in 60% or more of the genomes. The above procedure was repeated for 1000 trials. Similarly, Pvalues for the half-lives of TF transcripts in each of the category of TFs was calculated by drawing the exact number of TFs in that category from the entire data set of 130 TFs (for which the data is available) at random for 1000 trials and an average value was calculated for each of the trial.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material. The regulatory and co-regulatory associations of activators, repressors and dual regulators. (A, B) Degree distributions (out-degree) of TFs in various categories, classified based on their regulatory modes (i.e. activators, repressors and dual regulators), in the E. coli TRN and CRN. Also shown are pie charts as insets depicting the extent of representation of TFs from these categories in the TRN, CRN and the hubs in both the networks. There is an enrichment of yellow points (dual regulators) in high degree regions in both of the networks and more than three quarters of the pie charts corresponding to the hubs distribution in both the TRN and CRN are constituted by dual regulators. These suggest that the hubs are enriched with dual regulators in both networks. (C) Matrix plot depicting the extent of co-regulatory associations between activators, repressors and dual regulators. The dark and light blue boxes respectively denote low and high extent of co-regulatory associations between TFs as indicated by the numerical values in each box. It is evident that dual regulators display the highest tendency for co-regulatory associations. It is also apparent that activators and repressors show a much higher tendency for co-regulatory associations with dual regulators than between themselves. 
